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ABOUT
US

With a long-standing presence dating back to the year 1997, BSA LAW is
a boutique tax law firm with deep market knowledge, expertise and
understanding in the fine areas of indirect taxation laws, including but not
limited to Goods & Service Tax (GST), Central Excise, Customs, Service
Tax, FEMA, contracts, FTP and Sales Tax/VAT laws.
BSA has been regarded as a ‘one stop solution’ for all tax related queries by
various domestic and international clients.
Our passion to understand delicate taxation issues and develop unique
result oriented solutions for each legal problem that is posed before us has
led to us developing a strong foot hold in the Indian tax practice. Each
member of the Firm is dedicated towards expanding his domain of
knowledge and strives to provide sound and commercially pragmatic legal
advice.
Our Firm operates out of offices located in the National Capital Region
(NCR) of India with a head office located in New Delhi.
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BSA

PRACTICE
AREAS

LAW

GOODS & SERVICE TAX (GST)
CUSTOMS
CENTRAL EXCISE
SERVICE TAX
VAT / SALES TAX
FOREIGN TRADE POLICY (FTP)
CONTRACTS
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OUR STORY

LAW

The firm has humble origins. It was started in 1997 in a solitary room set
up by the two pioneers with no related knowledge working in a law
office. Both the pioneers had exceptional scholarly records and
focussed on their profound comprehension of the law to shape the

BEGINNING
Started in a single
room with nothing
but knowledge .

PRESENT

underpinning of the firm.

Has reached milestones and is

Indeed, even today, the firm prides itself for its responsibility towards

working with utmost efficiency in

knowing the law and empowering its experts to be at the very front

order to cater to clients needs
and providing them with the

of the most recent legitimate turn of events and changing laws .

solutions pertaining to various
subjects.

That the firm early decision was to join the information on
regulation with the most elevated moral practices in legal matters .
It permits the firm to define clear boundaries inside which the
experts work freely to optimise the outcome ..
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WHY CHOOSE US?
01
intertwined

we

03
Firm believes in providing quick and practical

understand the value of time and endeavour to

responses while using plain and simple

make every use of it! Our solutions are timely

English to communicate both verbally and in

and therefore cost-effective

our documentation.

We value timeliness : In this globally

02
understand

highly

complex

market,

We promote simplicity : Each attorney at the

the issue, to help our clients

04
strict confidentiality standards to the extent of

deduce a strategy that is not only effective but

sharing information within our firm only on a

also specifically uproots the problem at end.

“need to know” basis

We eradicate issues : Our focus is to listen and

2022

We can be trusted : We at BSA adhere to

We are an honest collaboration of qualified and knowledgeable attorneys who strongly believe in
providing timely strategic solutions without compromising on ethics.

OUR
CLIENTS

MEET THE TEAM

Ashok Bhasin is the co-founding Partner of BSA LAW, well recognised as
one of the most prominent indirect tax advisors in country today. Ashok coheads the Firm's indirect tax advisory as well as dispute resolution practice.
With over 35 years of experience in taxation laws, Ashok has been sought
by clients from multifarious industries like Shipping, Telecom, Real Estate,
Automotive, Media, and Aviation to name a few.
After completing his graduation in Physics, Ashok pursued his masters in
philosophy. He thereafter served at the Customs, C entral Excise and
Service Tax Department for almost 20 years before deciding to pursue legal
studies. He was also a proud recipient of the President of India Award in
recognition of his extraordinary commitment to work and distinguished
services during his tenure with the Department. Today, he assists
multinationals in a multitude of matters, including valuation, anti-dumping
and subsidies; export and import controls; tax proceedings, appeals before
tax tribunals, day-to-day advice on indirect taxation laws, VAT planning,
reorganization, acquisitions and obtaining tax rulings.

Ashok K.
Bhasin

Tanuj Khandelwal, a law graduate from Amity
University, Uttar Pradesh in the year 2021.
He has enrolled himself in the Bar Council of
Delhi as an Advocate. He began his journey at
BSA LAW as a trainee which deals in all Indirect
Tax matters Like Customs, GST, Foreign Trade
Policy, FEMA etc.
At present, he is working as an Associate after
gaining much expertise in the matters relating to
Indirect Taxes.

Tanuj Khandelwal
Associate

Preet Verma
Associate

Preet Verma, a law graduate from Northcap
University, Gurgaon in the year 2022.
She has enrolled herself in the
Bar Council of Delhi as an Advocate.
During the course of studies she has done the
internship under different law firms/ District Courts/
distinguished lawyers. Her last two internships were
at BSA LAW which is dealing in all Indirect Tax
matters Like Customs, GST, Foreign Trade Policy,
FEMA etc. After completion of her studies, she was
offered a job at associate level at the same firm i.e.
BSA LAW.

Sumit Bamba
CA

CA Sumit is a fellow member of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of India with more than 10 years
of experience. In his professional journey he has worked on
various areas like Individual and Corporate
Taxation, Indirect tax compliance and litigation, Auditing,
Assurance and due diligence. He also gained
experience in review of contracts and other internal
policy/SOP documents of the organisation and setting
up system for accounting, AP and AR management and
policy thereof.
Previously he has worked with industries like manufacturing,
retail, construction and contracting,
security and manpower, logistic company, etc.

